OETC Members trust **GoGuardian** for their all-in-one device monitoring and filtering.

---

**GoGuardian Admin™**
Help keep students safe on any device, any browser, or any OS from a single unified interface

**GoGuardian Teacher™**
Gain instant access to student online activity and control over devices with an easy to use classroom management tool

**GoGuardian Beacon™**
Identify students who are silently suffering, alert those who can help, and quickly activate your school's custom response plan at any time of day

---

oetc.org/goguardian
GoGuardian Admin is a multi-layered content filtering solution that works on any device, browser, or operating system. It will transform the way you manage your district’s filters by providing a single, unified interface for guest, BYOD, and school-issued devices. Already trusted by over 10,000 schools, GoGuardian Admin provides full flexibility for your school’s policies while drastically reducing time spent on configuration and maintenance.

And now GoGuardian Admin has powerful suicide prevention capabilities, designed to help you immediately start identifying those students who are most at risk. We’re as passionate about keeping kids safe, on task, and engaged as you are.

- **Powerful Filtering Capabilities**: Our advanced technology scans docs, mail, social, search, and web content.
- **Multi-Platform Support**: Any device. Any browser. Any operating system.
- **Suicide Prevention Capabilities**: Identify students who are most at risk of suicide with Beacon Starter.
- **Granular Reporting**: Easily access usage and trends at the student and Org Unit levels.
- **Parent App**: Share a student’s online activity directly with their parent or guardian.
- **On and Off-Campus Filter**: Set different rules based on time and device location.

Visit goguardian.com or call us at 888-310-0410 to learn more or start your **free trial today**.
GoGuardian helps you create smart and effective digital learning environments that work any way you want them to, without surprises. We’re as passionate about keeping kids safe, on task, and engaged as you are.

With GoGuardian Teacher providing a view into your students’ online activity and providing you control over their devices, you can feel comfortable embracing technology in the classroom. Teach confidently knowing that your students are staying focused and on task.

Classroom device management made easy:

- **View Student Screens**
  See what students are working on, and easily identify students that are struggling or may need more guidance.

- **Direct Chat & Announcements**
  Chat directly with individual students without disturbing the rest of the class, thereby increasing participation and engagement, especially among shy students.

- **Limit Student Browsing**
  Easily define the sites you want accessible to students for a test or class period while blocking everything else.

- **Control Student Screens**
  Close irrelevant tabs, open tabs to helpful resources, lock screens, and screenshot student screens.

- **Works Anywhere**
  Stay connected to students wherever they learn and wherever you go, even if you have a substitute that day.

- **Off-Task Alerts**
  Receive an automatic alert when a student goes off task.

- **Student & Class Reporting**
  Access class session summaries and historical records of each student’s classroom browsing activity, a helpful tool for parent-teacher conferences.

- **Free Online Training**
  Online teacher training and immediate chat support when you need it.

Visit goguardian.com or call us at 888-310-0410 to learn more or start your free trial today.
Discover students that are silently suffering, with a suicide prevention service built just for schools.

Beacon 24/7 now offers trained safety specialists to help your team evaluate and escalate active planning alerts.

Proactively delivers warning signs from ALL online activity
Unlike other solutions that focus on G-Suite or Office365, Beacon works across all of the content your students are creating, searching for, and consuming online. This includes search engines, chat, social media, email, web apps, and more.

A trained team of human safety specialists, now available to support you
Beacon now offers the option to have a dedicated team of safety specialists review and escalate active planning alerts 24/7. These specialists operate out of the U.S. and are specially trained to evaluate alerts.

Activates the right responders, including school staff and parents
Beacon’s robust and flexible alerting system can bring in the right school responders, help notify parents after hours, and even provide students directly with resources.

Features & Benefits:
- Monitors all content students engage with in their browser on a school-issued device
- Packages alerts with context surrounding current and past activities for faster, more-informed responses
- Dedicated 24/7 safety specialists are available to support your team
- Escalates alerts to the right responders, including parents after-hours (optional)
- Provides resources to students directly

Kids are at increasing risk, and schools are under pressure. GoGuardian Beacon’s combination of advanced AI and human escalation can help.

- 1 in 5 teens have seriously considered suicide.*
- 9 out of 10 students with depression go online for support**
- The average number of students to school counselors is 481:1

Beacon is available in a variety of plans to meet your school’s needs and budget.
Contact us at goguardian.com/beacon to learn more about how Beacon can help.

* Source: “2015 Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System (YRBSS).” CDC. 2015 ** Source: Hopelab and Well Being Trust Summer 2018 research study
How can OETC help?
GoGuardian licensing through OETC offers members significant savings and several unique incentives:

**Consulting**
OETC can help find the best option for your school, college or institution. Contact us and we’ll assist you in selecting a GoGuardian plan that meets your needs.

**Nonprofit pricing**
Aggressive negotiation on behalf of our members gets us special pricing, discounts and incentives only available to educational institutions.

**Dedicated support and assistance**
Our dedicated support team is always just a call away. Get your technology problems attended to by real people in just minutes.

**Independent and impartial**
As a nonprofit, OETC focuses solely on our members’ needs and interests. We serve as guides and advocates for our members, providing unbiased advice and straightforward purchasing without a profit motive.